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When Shultz, Perry, Kissinger, and Nunn published their op-eds on a world free of 
nuclear weapons in 2007 and 2008, the primary motivating factor for their new and 
surprising joint agenda was the fear that the world’s most dangerous weapons, materials, 
and know-how would fall into the hands of the most dangerous entities, namely, 
terrorists. When Barack Obama became president in 2009 he adopted this agenda, 
advocating a plan to reduce nuclear weapons worldwide – to create “a world without 
nuclear weapons." One component of his disarmament agenda was to carve out a plan to 
secure nuclear materials in all states, a goal that the administration began to advance with 
its inaugural Nuclear Security Summit held in Washington, DC in 2010. Thereafter, 
follow-up summits were held in 2012 (Seoul) and 2014 (The Hague), with the final two-
day summit held on March 31-April 1, 2016, once again in Washington DC. 

The threat that sparked these international efforts has become somewhat more concrete 
with the latest reports indicating that the recent terror attacks in Brussels possibly 
included a nuclear dimension. In the wake of the Brussels attacks, and ahead of the recent 
Nuclear Security Summit, IAEA Director-General Yukiya Amano issued a warning that 
"terrorism is spreading and the possibility of using nuclear material cannot be excluded." 
At the summit itself, the risk of nuclear terror was highlighted and participants took part 
in an exercise that simulated a radiological attack over Western cities. 

To be sure, the threat of nuclear terrorism is not new. Warnings were issued against the 
backdrop of concerns of nuclear leakage following the breakup of the Soviet Union, and 
al-Qaeda made no secret of its desire to acquire and use weapons of mass destruction. But 
events surrounding the Brussels attacks raise the possibility of intent being joined by 
capability, if Islamic State terrorists are able to exploit the security vulnerabilities of 

nuclear facilities − as manifested in Belgium, a Western state – either to attack these sites 
or steal materials from within. A radiological attack could occur through dispersion of 
radioactive materials from a drone, as was simulated in the exercise, or by an attack on a 
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nuclear facility that released these materials. (The risk of a terror organization getting its 
hands on an actual nuclear weapon is still very low.) In November 2015, footage tracking 
the comings and goings of a top official who worked at the Nuclear Research Center at 
Mol in northern Belgium (which produces radioisotopes) was found in an apartment of 
the terrorists who perpetrated the Brussels attacks. The surveillance might have been part 
of preparations to kidnap him. Two days after the Brussels attacks, a security guard at a 
nuclear plant was murdered and his pass stolen. These findings have raised concern that 
the Islamic State "is seeking to attack, infiltrate or sabotage nuclear installations or obtain 
nuclear or radioactive material" (New York Times, March 25, 2016). 

Before the advent of the Islamic State, the prospect of nuclear terrorism, though on the 
agenda, was not considered likely, notwithstanding the al-Qaeda threats. Attaining 
weapons of mass destruction (WMD) is not a simple matter, and terrorists have been able 
to achieve their goals with conventional means. In addition, handling WMD can be 
dangerous for the terrorists themselves, and crossing the WMD threshold could even 
alienate their constituencies.  

But the atrocities committed by the Islamic State raise the concern that there are no 
normative boundaries that will not be crossed in its quest to kill infidels, and in the most 
sensational manner. In fact, and perhaps following the example set by Assad, the Islamic 
State has already crossed the WMD threshold in the chemical realm. Chemical weapons 
were reportedly used on the battlefield; it seems that the organization is producing its 
own chemical agents, and some may have been found in Syria. Moreover, the relatively 
loose organizational structure for the terrorists operating in Europe – with cells given 
some degree of autonomy – suggests that there could be somewhat weaker organizational 
constraints on these attacks. If this is the case – and evidence regarding the degree of 
centralization in the organizational structure of ISIS is not conclusive – the perpetrators 
could be less prone to considering factors beyond the very strength of the damage that 
they can cause. Therefore, the concrete indications of attempts to gain access to nuclear 
plants or figures must today be taken seriously. 

In 2007 Shultz, Perry, Kissinger, and Nunn stated that “the steps that we are taking now 
to address these threats are not adequate to the danger.” Since 2007, steps have been 
taken to address the threat, culminating in Obama’s nuclear security initiative. The 
summits have carved out concrete proposals to address the threat at the highest level, and 
some nuclear materials have been secured. But the process that Obama launched is a long 
term one, and success will likely be measured more in terms of reducing the threat than 
eliminating it. It is also not clear whether Obama’s successor will even place the issue 
high on his or her agenda.  
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The recent attempts in Brussels by members of the Islamic State to sabotage and gain 
access to material and know-how in the nuclear realm highlight the urgency, and 
underscore that the international community must do its utmost at the national, regional, 
and global levels to deny the terrorists that possibility. Against the backdrop of the highly 
unstable situation in the Middle East, and the fact that the Islamic State has supporters in 
most Arab countries, there is reason to be concerned about the safety and security of 
nuclear material in this region, first and foremost regarding new nuclear power reactors. 
Initiatives that are currently being considered, such as phasing out the use of highly 
enriched uranium in civil commerce, gaining control of uranium enrichment production, 
and improving nuclear security are but a few initiatives that should be given the highest 
priority when discussing ways to deal with the looming threat of nuclear terrorism. 

What might be Israel's contribution to these international efforts? Israel has been a part of 
Obama's nuclear security initiative from the start, and has actively participated in all of 
the summits with high level delegations. Israel attributes great importance to the issue, 
especially in light of the increase in nuclear programs throughout the Middle East. 
Regarding the recent summit, Israel noted that it is prepared for the scenario of a 
radiological attack; moreover, it is prepared to help other states in the region prevent the 
smuggling of radioactive materials into their territory. Indeed, this is an issue that could 
be discussed in a regional framework, if a regional security dialogue were to be initiated 
in the Middle East. However, due to the seriousness of the matter, and until this can be 
discussed in a regional framework, the IAEA should take the lead and try to help regional 
member states who have a clear interest in confronting this threat.              

 


